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Executive Summary
The Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority (THEA) is conducting an evaluation of a
proposed Gandy Boulevard improvement project directed at serving regional traffic coming to
and from the Gandy Bridge. The proposed build alternative considers an elevated structure
connecting the Gandy Bridge with the western termini of the Selmon Expressway. While this
solution primarily targets regional traffic and the reduction of local congestion, concerns about
potential impacts on local businesses have been raised during the project advisory group
presentations.
THEA contracted the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of
South Florida (USF) to conduct a study of the business impacts of the proposed improvement.
The goal is to assess and quantify the changes in sales revenues and employment that are likely
to occur as regional and local traffic patterns change once the proposed alternative becomes
operational. In addition, THEA retained CUTR to identify and quantify the temporary impacts to
businesses during the construction phase of the proposed alternative.

Research Approach
The analysis identified the section of Gandy Boulevard where impacts are most likely to occur.
The study area includes those businesses located on the section corresponding to the start
point of the build alternative, located west of Westshore Boulevard, and ending at the Gandy
Boulevard–Dale Mabry Highway intersection.
The analysis estimates current levels of business sales revenues and employment by major
industry sectors as classified by the North American Industrial Classification Code (NAICS). This
provides a baseline for the analysis of potential impacts associated with construction and
operation of the proposed Selmon Extension. Changes in sales revenues and employment levels
associated with changes in regional traffic levels are estimated using economic analysis
methods that evaluate transportation infrastructure investments.

Findings
This study considers three distinct impacts associated with the proposed Selmon Extension:
1.
2.
3.

The change in regional or pass-through traffic on Gandy Boulevard;
Accessibility improvements to Gandy Boulevard in terms of improved travel speeds and
travel times; and
The temporary effect that construction activities on traffic patterns and accessibility will
have on sales revenues.
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Business Impact Due to Traffic Diversion
Businesses that depend mostly on regional or pass-through traffic will be negatively impacted
by the changes in regional traffic patterns. These include gasoline stations, businesses providing
food and accommodation services, and automotive repair and maintenance businesses. The
combined reduction in gross sales for these sectors amounts to about 0.7 percent of total gross
sales revenues within the study area, or about $4.6 million in 2015 dollars.1 Reduced economic
activity in the above sectors will also result in the transfer of about 44 jobs from the study area
to other areas in Hillsborough County.

Business Impact Due to Accessibility Improvements
The diversion of regional traffic from Gandy Boulevard at the surface level will improve average
travel times and thus reduce the generalized cost of travel for local customers reaching
businesses. Increased accessibility will positively affect destination businesses that depend on
regular customers, resulting in an annual increase of about 1.6 percent in gross sales revenues
($8.5 million) and 47 additional jobs.

Combined Effect of Traffic Diversion and Accessibility Improvements
The combined effect of decreased sales for traffic-dependent businesses and increased sales for
non–traffic-dependent businesses is a net gross sales revenue increase of $4.6 million, or 0.9
percent of sales in the study area. Job reallocation is expected to occur, with traffic-dependent
businesses reducing workforce employment and nontraffic-dependent businesses increasing
employment. While the reduction of gross sales and jobs experienced by traffic-dependent
businesses can be considered a transfer of resources to other parts of Hillsborough County, the
increase in gross sales and jobs can be considered a net positive impact in business activity and
employment for the whole county.
Net Impact of Business Sales and Employment
Sales ($, Million)
Employment
Impact Source
Average Min Max Average Min Max
Regional Traffic Diversion from Study Area
-3.9
-2.8 -4.9
-44
-32 -57
Local Travel Time Improvements to Study Area
8.5
5.9 11.0
47
35
62
Net Change
4.6
3.1 6.1
3
3
5
Source: CUTR Analysis

The above estimates represent average expected impacts and do not take into consideration
how future actions directed at making the study area a visitor destination might reverse some

1

All monetary amounts are reported in 2015 dollars.
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of the reductions experienced by traffic-dependent businesses. The literature review highlights
the relevance of implementing specific actions to increase business visibility, such as placing
appropriate signage at the entrance point of the Selmon Extension from the Gandy Bridge.

Temporary Impacts Due to Construction Activities
The construction phase of the proposed Selmon Extension can have a depressing effect on
business activities. While a review of studies and academic journals indicated the industry
sectors most likely to be affected by construction, sales projections reflect the local conditions,
specific construction planning efforts, and scale and type of intervention that cannot be directly
applied to Gandy businesses. To circumvent this shortcoming, CUTR analyzed historical data on
Gandy business sales to gauge the temporary impacts experienced during the Gandy Boulevard
enhancements of 2008-2009.
The empirical analysis found evidence that Gandy businesses experienced changes in growth
trends during the 2008-2009 rehabilitation. Estimates show a temporary reduction of about 4.0
percent per year in sales revenues during construction. The growth trend returned positive
(2.0% annual growth) once construction was completed, while controlling for external
confounding factors such as the Great Recession of the late 2000s.
These estimates can indicate what to expect during construction of the proposed alternative.
As reported in the majority of studies reviewed, construction mitigation strategies may help to
lessen impacts. These strategies include engaging the local business community before and
during project execution and establishing detailed construction guidelines to minimize business
disruption (e.g., completing construction in segments or using minimally impacting methods).

Conclusions
The estimates presented in this report represent average expected impacts and do not consider
the implications of actions directed at increasing business visibility to drivers approaching the
area. Studies have shown that actions such as placing appropriate signage and other initiatives
that increase the visibility of the study area can reduce the negative impacts on trafficdependent businesses.
It is important to note that this analysis focuses on Gandy Boulevard and the businesses located
there, and does not consider the regional economic benefits associated with construction of
the preferred alternative. Positive regional economic impacts include temporary job
creation/support related to construction expenditures, permanent job creation (if any) due to
increased local demand, direct user benefits such as travel time savings and reduced vehicle
operating costs, and social benefits resulting from vehicle emission reductions.
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Project Background
The Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority is considering a unique solution to address
traffic congestion on a 1.5-mile segment of Gandy Boulevard (SR 600). The Selmon Western
Extension will provide congestion relief by separating
regional and local arterial traffic. Long-distance regional
trips will be served on an elevated express lane in the
median of Gandy Boulevard from the south end of the
Selmon Expressway to the Gandy Bridge, one of the
three bridges over Tampa Bay to Pinellas County.
Although the proposed Selmon Extension might
increase mobility and reduce congestion, the local
Figure 1-1. Proposed Selmon Western
business community expressed concerns about
Extension
potential negative impacts on the local economy. THEA
retained the Center for Urban Transportation Research at the University of South Florida to
conduct a business impact study of the proposed Selmon Extension to make an informed
decision and to address the concerns of local business owners.

1.1 Objective
The objective of this study is to estimate the business impacts associated with the construction
of the Selmon Expressway Western Extension. These estimates will help:



Assess the potential impact of the Selmon Extension on businesses located on Gandy
Boulevard and those immediately adjacent.
Assess the potential impact associated with the construction schedule of the Selmon
Extension.

THEA intends to use the results of this analysis to develop strategies to offset impacts to
businesses during and after construction.

1.2 Defining the Study Area
The study area is defined as the section of Gandy Boulevard (SR 600) starting one block west of
the Westshore Boulevard intersection and ending at the Dale Mabry Highway intersection. The
study area considers all businesses located along both sides of this 1.5-mile-long section of
Gandy Boulevard, as highlighted by the green line of Figure 1-2. The definition of the study area
is based on the selected Selmon Extension preferred build alternative, which includes an entry
and exit ramp at the Dale Mabry intersection. The analysis considers the impact on business
1

activity within the area delimited by the dark grey dotted line (i.e., study area). It includes all
businesses located along Gandy Boulevard and around the intersections of Westshore
Boulevard, Manhattan Avenue, Lois Avenue, and south on Dale Mabry Highway.
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Figure 1-2. Study Area
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1.3 Current and Historical Business Activity
To measure changes in sales and employment, the analysis relies on current and historical data
from Infogroup, a provider of business and residential data.2 The national business database
contains more than 24 million businesses. The data is collected from more than 350 sources
including county courthouses, state departments of revenue, departments of taxation, utility
connects, news alerts, direct feeds from businesses, local business/legal journals, and other
sources that record new business transactions. All records are telephone verified and updated
daily. Each record in the business database is geocoded and includes business name, address,
employee size and classification, and sales volume and classification. Businesses are categorized
using the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes at the 6-digit level.3 Each
business has a unique identifier, allowing year-over-year comparisons to analyze industry
changes and general economic trends.
1.3.1 Businesses in Operation
As of 2016, there are 170 businesses operating within the study area, the majority located
along Gandy Boulevard (Figure 1-3).
Figure 1-4 displays a breakdown of the number of businesses by industry type at the NAICS 2digit level of aggregation. Most of the Gandy businesses operate in retail trade (16.1%),
professional and technical services (16.1%), finance and insurance (14.4%), and food and
accommodation services (9.8%). The NAICS definition of other professional services includes
businesses that offer legal services, specialized architectural and engineering, management and
technical consulting, veterinary services, and personal care services. The NAICS definition of
retail includes grocery stores, health and personal care stores, gasoline stations, general
merchandise, and others.

2

www.infogroup.com
The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is the standard used by Federal statistical agencies in
classifying business establishments for the purpose of collecting, analyzing, and publishing statistical data related
to the U.S. business economy. NAICS uses a hierarchical structure to classify establishments from the broadest
level to the most detailed level using a format of up to six digits. At the aggregate level (2-digit), businesses are
categorized within 20 sectors. NAICS codes and descriptions are available at:
http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/
3
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Figure 1-3. Map of Business Locations – Study Area
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Figure 1-4. Number of Businesses by NAICS 2-digit level – Study Area
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Figure 1-5 displays historical data on gross annual sales and number of establishments for the
period 2006-2016 for the most representative industry sectors. Accommodation and food
services show a decrease of two establishments between 2006 and 2016, but an increase of
total sales from $13.1 to $19.7 million during the same period. All the other sectors show
positive growth trends.
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1.3.2 Sales and Employment
Table 1-1 reports total employment and gross business sales by industry sector, highlighting the
top five sectors in terms of employment and sales.4 The table shows that the largest employers
operate in the information services sector, accounting for 88.7 percent of the information
industries operating in the zip codes. This is because the biggest employers providing local
broadcasting services are located along Gandy Boulevard. With the opening of a Walmart
supercenter in October 2010, retail employment in the study area now represents 19.1 percent
of industry employment at the zip code level. Professional services, along with food and
accommodation services, also represent a good share of business activity, (12.0% and 16.0%,
respectively).
Table 1-1. Study Area Measures of Economic Activity

Naics

23
31-33
42
44-45
48-49
51
52
53
54
56
61
62
71
72
81

Industry

Establishments

Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and warehousing
Information
Finance and insurance
Real estate and rental and leasing
Professional and technical services
Administrative and waste services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services, except public administration
Total

4
3
3
28
2
14
25
9
28
6
1
8
3
17
19
170

4

Sales
Share of
($, million)
Total
7.2
1.4%
25.7
5.0%
76.5
14.8%
110.5
21.4%
1.5
0.3%
210.4
40.8%
25.6
5.0%
4.4
0.9%
18.0
3.5%
5.9
1.1%
0.1
0.0%
3.0
0.6%
1.1
0.2%
19.7
3.8%
6.6
1.3%
516.2
100.0%

Employment

23
12
34
460
9
1,125
77
21
139
48
1
21
16
341
81
2,408

Share of
Total

1.0%
0.5%
1.4%
19.1%
0.4%
46.7%
3.2%
0.9%
5.8%
2.0%
0.0%
0.9%
0.7%
14.2%
3.4%
100.0%

Employment consists of full-time jobs and gross sales include the value of final sales to customers measured in
2015 dollars.
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Business Impacts
In this section, the study area baseline is used as an input to estimate the expected business
impacts generated by construction of the Selmon Extension. The analysis takes into account the
relationship between the measures of economic activity summarized in Chapter 1 and the
changes in travel conditions that are expected to result from the Selmon Extension. The
analysis requires inference about changes in economic activity brought about by changes in
traffic conditions. To this aim, CUTR reviewed future traffic forecasts that compare travel
conditions along Gandy Boulevard without the Selmon Extension (no-build scenario) to the
proposed Selmon Extension, specifically the build alternative that includes ramps at the Dale
Mabry Highway intersection (build alternative).
The analysis also considers the long-term business impacts from improved local traffic
conditions generated by the extension. Improved accessibility can have a positive impact on
business patronage levels, especially for businesses that depend largely on local or regular
customers.

2.1 Empirical Research on Relief Routes and Business Impacts
CUTR surveyed a vast array of studies on the impact of transportation relief routes on business
and economic activity. A relief route is defined as a segment of highway or limited access road
that moves traffic around a location, usually a central business district (CBD) or a city. In the
same fashion, the Selmon Extension can be considered a route that provides relief to local
traffic by diverting regional traffic around the study area via an elevated facility.
The literature review found no consensus on the impact of relief routes on business and
economic activity, or on study procedures and analysis methods [1-6]. Some studies provide
evidence of negative impacts, while others find that economic conditions not related to the
relief route are more likely to explain changes in economic activity. Some studies rely on
anecdotal evidence and informal surveys, while others are based on before-and-after
comparison of growth trends. Other studies rely on more sophisticated analytical methods,
such as statistical analysis of economic activity to control for factors not related to the bypass.
These methods can understate or overstate the underlying effects of the relief route.
Early studies found no conclusive evidence that bypasses have a negative effect on economic
activities. In 1996, the National Cooperative Highway Research Program conducted a study on
the impact of bypasses and relief routes on rural communities and small urban areas [7]. The
study was based on a literature review of more than 190 publications from the 1950s to the
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1990s and a survey of agency practices. The study summarized changes in business sales for 83
locations in 19 states where bypasses were constructed. The sample consisted mostly of small
towns with populations below 20,000. The average bypass length was about 6.0 miles and the
average distance between the new and old routes was about 1.3 miles. Although the study
found some evidence of traffic-dependent business being affected by a bypass, it does not
provide conclusive evidence of losses in sales due to bypassing alone.
Contrasting evidence is reported in more advanced empirical work that relies on advanced
statistical methods. For example, a study of the impact of highway bypasses on 23 Texas cities
with populations ranging between 2,500 and 25,000 provides evidence of negative impacts on
business activities [8]. The study’s results showed a 15 percent decline in gas station retail sales,
a 10 to 15 percent decline in restaurant sales, and a 15 percent reduction in total retail sales for
the bypassed locations in cities with less than 25,000 inhabitants. As in other studies, the
models show that many other factors play a relevant role in affecting economic growth and
that it is difficult to disentangle effects strictly related to bypass implementation.
One comprehensive evaluation of the impacts of highway bypasses in Kansas towns attempted
to interpret causal relationships between bypasses and business activities [9]. By partitioning
total traffic flowing on and off bypasses, the study found no evidence of long-term negative
impacts on local economies, but found evidence of short-term negative effects on selected
firms, specifically those dependent on pass-through traffic, such as bars, motels, and service
stations. Background effects related to preexisting economic conditions affecting the local
economy played a more relevant role than bypasses in affecting business growth.
More sophisticated studies used advanced statistical techniques to uncover the impacts of
bypasses on business activities in terms of changes in per capita sales in industry sectors most
likely to be affected [10, 11]. These studies found that bypasses negatively impacted business
activities with magnitudes related to the amount of traffic bypassed and the business’ relative
dependence upon pass-through traffic. In particular, these studies found that when the traffic
split (defined as the ratio of the bypass volume over the total volume of traffic flowing into a
city) exceeded a threshold, the bypass had a negative effect. The threshold varied according to
industry, with a critical value of 36 percent for retail sales, 26 percent for eating and drinking
places, and 43 percent for services.
In summary, all the studies that find evidence of changes in economic activity report that the
business sectors most likely to be affected are gasoline stations, fast food restaurants, and
other businesses that depend mostly on pass-through traffic. Table 2-1 reports the sectors that
are most likely to be impacted by the construction and operation of a relief route. Visitorserving businesses, such as motels, art galleries, and antique shops, are less likely to be affected
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as they rely on visitors attracted to the area as a destination. These businesses may find their
business activity improves if the area becomes a destination.
Table 2-1. Expected Business Impact from Traffic Volume Reductions
NAICS Code
23
42
44-45
445
446
447
451
452
48-49
51
52
53
54
56
62
71
72
721
722
81
811
822

Industry
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Food and Beverage Stores
Health and Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Administrative and Support
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Accomodation
Food Services and Drinking Places
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Repair and Maintenance
Personal and Laundry Services

Impact
unlikely
unlikely
+
+
+
+
+
unlikely
unlikely
+
+
+
unlikely
+
+
+/+/+
+

Remarks
not traffic dependent
not traffic dependent
depends on client base
mostly local demand
mostly local demand
traffic dedendent
depends on client base
depends on client base
not traffic dependent
not traffic dependent
mostly local demand
mostly local demand
depends on client base
not traffic dependent
mostly local demand
depends on client base
depends on client base
depends on client base
negative on limited seating (i.e., fast food)
depends on client base
negative on automotive repair business
depends on client base

Source: CUTR Review of Business Impact Literature

Big retail stores may benefit from improved access as well as businesses that cater to local
clientele, such as drug stores, banks, grocery stores, and personal care stores. The magnitude of
impacts depends on the study area characteristics, such as its size and relative distance to
the CBD.

2.2 Traffic Volumes and Business Activity
The literature review provides some evidence about business sectors that are more likely to be
affected by a reduction in traffic levels. Although some studies estimate percentage changes in
business activity due to relief route construction and operation, their findings cannot be used in
this study. This is because these estimates are fitted to specific samples of small urban and rural
cities, which is a different context from the study area analyzed here.
To better link changes in business activity to changes in traffic volumes, this study employs an
approach that relies on statistical methods similar to those found in the empirical literature, but
uses a dataset tailored to the study area. The analysis discerns industry sectors that are
sensitive to changes in traffic volumes from those that are not. It also estimates the sensitivity
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of specific industry gross sales levels to changes in traffic volumes as measured by annual
average daily traffic (AADT). The sensitivity measure is based on the elasticity of total gross
sales with respect to AADT, and it quantifies a percent change in total industry gross sales for
each 1.0 percent change in AADT. Appendix A details the methodology and estimation process.
Table 2-2 provides gross sales elasticities with respect to AADT for all sectors affected by
changes in AADT. These estimates are based on a series of regression equations that estimate
changes in gross sales caused by changes in traffic volumes measured in AADT. For example,
Table 2-2 shows that the elasticity of gasoline stations is equal to 0.69, which means that for
every 1.00 percent change in AADT, gross sales change by 0.69 percent. In line with what was
found by the empirical literature, gasoline station businesses (NAICS sector 447) are relatively
more sensitive to changes in traffic volumes, followed by accommodation and food services
(NAICS sector 722, which includes both limited and full-service restaurants).
Table 2-2. Selected Industry Sales Elasticities with Respect to AADT
Standard
Elasticity
Error
(+/-)

NAICS

Industry

447
721
722
811

Gasoline Stations
Accommodation
Food Services and Drinking Places
Repair and Maintenance

0.69
0.18
0.57
0.33

0.17
0.08
0.20
0.11

Source: CUTR Estimation (Appendix A)

These ranges represent estimates and therefore have upper and lower boundaries represented
by the standard errors reported in the last column of the table. The analysis uses these
elasticity estimates to evaluate how business activity in the study area is likely to be affected by
traffic volume changes due to the proposed Selmon Extension.

2.3 Future Traffic Conditions
To estimate how the Selmon Extension will impact traffic levels in the study area, THEA
retained its traffic engineer to analyze current and forecast future traffic data by updating the
Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study [12]. The document details existing and
future traffic conditions for the preferred alternative along Gandy Boulevard for 2020, 2030,
and 2040 (design year) with scenarios comparing a no-build to a build alternative that includes
ramps to and from the Selmon Expressway near Dale Mabry Highway.
2.3.1 Changes in Traffic Volumes
The traffic study provides detailed traffic information in terms of annual average daily traffic
estimates for the relevant segments along Gandy Boulevard. AADT measures the number of
vehicles flowing within a given segment of a roadway and represents a daily average of traffic
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counts during a given year. Table 2-3 summarizes future AADT data forecasted for the design
year of the facility, passing through the Westshore Boulevard segment east of the Gandy Bridge
for the build and no-build scenarios.
Table 2-3. Changes in AADT: Design Year (2040) Estimates
Segment

No-Build

Gandy Bridge to Westshore Blvd
Westshore Blvd to Manhattan Ave
Manhattan Ave to Lois Ave
Lois Ave to Dale Mabry Ave
Average

54,600
56,200
58,700
61,700
57,800

Build
34,400
35,500
38,800
38,900
36,900

Diversion
(%)
37.0
36.8
33.9
37.0
36.2

Source: HNTB Draft Design Traffic Technical Memorandum [12]

AADT passing through this segment represents traffic flowing on and off the Gandy Bridge and
passing through the Gandy study area. AADT in this segment allows differentiating between
local traffic and regional or pass-through traffic. The percent of AADT diverted from the Gandy
Boulevard is calculated as
%𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐷𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑅𝑇𝐸𝐷 = 1 −

𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷
× 100
𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑁𝑂𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷

2.3.2 Changes in Traffic Speeds
One of the potential benefits associated with the build scenario is an improvement of average
travel times along Gandy Boulevard. It is expected that diversion of regional or pass-through
traffic will affect average weekday speeds along the boulevard. This is shown in Table 2-4,
which reports the assumed average weekday speed used to develop the traffic forecasts for the
build and no-build scenarios.
Table 2-4. Changes in Travel Speed and Travel Time – Design Year (2040) Estimates

Direction
Eastbound
a.m. peak
p.m. peak
Westbound
a.m. peak
p.m. peak
Average

No-Build
Speed Travel Time
(mph)
(min/veh)

Build
Speed Travel Time
(mph)
(min/veh)

Difference
Speed Travel Time
(mph)
(min/veh)

9.4
6.0

9.3
14.5

15.8
14.5

5.5
6.1

6.4
8.5

8.9
6.2
7.6

9.9
14.4
12.0

16.7
11.2
14.6

5.3
7.9
6.2

7.8
5.0
6.9

Source: HNTB Draft Design Traffic Technical Memorandum [12]
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-3.8
-8.4
0.0
-4.6
-6.5
-4.7

Table 2-4 suggests that the Gandy Boulevard section within the study area will see significant
travel time improvements due to higher average travel speeds. The shifting of regional traffic
from the boulevard to the Selmon Extension will result in an increased average weekday speed
of about 6.9 miles per hour and a reduction of 4.7 minutes in travel time.

2.4 Changes in Business Sales and Employment
The 36.2 percent reduction in AADT in the study area is likely to translate into a reduction in
economic activities for businesses that depend more on a relatively high share of pass-through
or regional traffic and a low share of local or regular customers. The literature review of section
2.1 identified these sectors as the gasoline stations (NAICS 447), accommodation and food
services in general (NAICS 72), and food and drinking places (NAICS 722). Additional businesses
that might be affected by a reduction in pass-through traffic are those related to automobile
service and maintenance (NAICS 811).
2.4.1 Impact on Traffic Dependent Businesses
Table 2-5 applies the 36.2 percent reduction in regional or pass-through traffic to the
elasticities of Table 2-2 to estimate changes in gross sales by sector. The reduction in traffic
experienced by the study area will translate into a decline in business activity for the businesses
operating within the above-mentioned industry sectors. In particular, gasoline stations are
expected to see a decline in sales of about 24.8 percent, with a minimum and maximum range
varying from 18.7 to 30.9 percent. Businesses operating in food services and drinking places will
experience a decline of about 10.4 percent, ranging from a minimum of 7.5 percent to a
maximum of 13.2 percent.
Table 2-5. Predicted Changes in Business Sales
Change in Sales (%)
NAICS
447
721
722
811

Industry
Elasticity
Gasoline Stations
0.69
Accommodation
0.18
Food Services and Drinking Places
0.57
Repair and Maintenance
0.33

Std. Error Change in
(+/-)
AADT (%)
Average
0.17
-36.2
-24.8
0.08
-36.2
-15.5
0.20
-36.2
-10.4
0.11
-36.2
-18.8

Min
-18.7
-10.7
-7.5
-13.8

Max
-30.9
-20.4
-13.2
-23.9

Source: CUTR Analysis (Appendix A)

The literature review highlights the relevance of implementing actions that increase the
visibility of businesses operating in the above sectors, such as placing appropriate signage at
the entrance point of the Selmon Extension from the Gandy Bridge.
The percent reductions in sales are subsequently applied to each sector’s total gross sales and
employment. This is because a reduction in economic gross sales affects the employment levels
necessary to produce industry services within the area. Table 2-6 reports the results.
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Table 2-6. Predicted Impact on Sales and Employment of Traffic-Dependent Businesses
Change in Sales ($, Million)
NAICS

Industry

447
721
722
811

Gasoline Stations
Accommodation
Food Services and Drinking Places
Repair and Maintenance
Total

Average
-1.0
-0.2
-1.9
-0.8
-3.9

Min

Max

-0.7
-0.1
-1.4
-0.6
-2.8

-1.2
-0.2
-2.5
-1.0
-4.9

Change in Employment
Average
-1
-2
-34
-7
-44

Min

Max

-1
-1
-25
-5
-32

-2
-2
-44
-9
-57

Source: CUTR Analysis (Appendix A)

The predicted average loss in gross sales is about $3.9 million, ranging from a minimum of $2.8
to a maximum of $4.9 million. The food services and drinking places sector together with
gasoline stations will absorb most of the losses in gross sales resulting from traffic diversion.
This is due to a combination of each sector’s relative size in terms of current gross sales and the
sector’s relative dependence upon non-local or pass-through traffic.
Food services and drinking places absorb most of the reduction in employment since this sector
is more labor intensive than the other sectors. This employment reduction pertains to the study
area only and not to the zip code areas or the remainder of Hillsborough County. The loss of
jobs in the study area is balanced by an increase in employment in other areas of the county,
and is not a permanent loss of employment.
2.4.2 Impact Due to Improved Traffic Conditions
One of the most relevant benefits of relief routes, besides accommodating increased regional
traffic levels, is to provide congestion relief for local residents and businesses.
The literature review of section 2.1 found that, in general, businesses dependent on local traffic
(i.e., local or regular customers) benefit the most from traffic improvements generated by a
relief route. Table 2-1 reports such businesses as those operating within the general
merchandise retail sector, grocery stores, local drug stores, banks, and personal care services.
The estimated gains in average travel speed reported in Table 2-4 will potentially create an
increase in the local demand for travel. The travel literature defines this as the portion of
induced demand, or increased travel demand from additional trips attracted by accessibility
improvements [13, 14]. Generally, traffic assignment models capture the portion of induced
traffic that relates to re-routed traffic, but do not consider the portion of additional trips
attracted by accessibility improvements. To account for this portion of additional travel, studies
estimate an induced travel demand elasticity with respect to travel time that varies
between -0.28 and -0.57 for the short-term and the long-term, respectively. As a conservative
estimate, this study uses the short-term elasticity of induced demand to estimate the additional
demand (∆AADT) on the Gandy Boulevard due to accessibility improvements with the equation
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𝑇𝑆𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷 𝜀
∆𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷 [(
) − 1]
𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑂𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷
where 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷 is the average AADT within the Gandy Boulevard section located within the
study area, corresponding to the average AADT of the segments from the Gandy Bridge to Dale
Mabry Highway; 𝑇𝑆𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷 is the build case average weekday speed of the segments from the
Gandy Bridge to Dale Mabry Highway; 𝑇𝑆𝑁𝑂𝐵𝑈𝐼𝐿𝐷 is the no-build case average weekday speed
of the segments from the Gandy Bridge to Dale Mabry Highway; and 𝜀 is the short-term
induced travel demand elasticity with respect to travel time. Then, the resulting predicted
increase in local travel is equal to
14.6 0.28
∆𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇 = 36,900 [(
)
− 1] = 7,318
7.6
This is equal to an increase in local traffic demand of about 19.8 percent. This percent change in
AADT is applied to the gross sales elasticities with respect to AADT to estimate changes in
business activity, as shown in Table 2-7.
Table 2-7. Predicted Changes in Sales Due to Travel Speed Improvements – Study Area
NAICS
445
446
451
452
44-45
52
53
54
62
71
812

Change in
Change in Sales (%)
Industry
Elasticity Std. Error (+/-) AADT (%) Average
Min
Max
Food and Beverage Stores
0.30
0.09
+ 19.8
5.9
4.2
7.7
Health and Personal Care Stores
0.26
0.09
+ 19.8
5.2
3.4
7.0
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
0.43
0.13
+ 19.8
8.5
5.8
11.2
General Merchandise Stores
0.29
0.08
+ 19.8
5.7
4.1
7.3
Retail Trade†
0.11
0.06
+ 19.8
2.1
1.0
3.3
Finance and Insurance
0.26
0.06
+ 19.8
5.3
4.0
6.5
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
0.19
0.07
+ 19.8
3.7
2.4
5.0
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
0.26
0.10
+ 19.8
5.2
3.2
7.3
Health Care and Social Assistance
0.22
0.08
+ 19.8
4.4
2.9
6.0
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
0.24
0.13
+ 19.8
4.8
2.3
7.4
Personal and Laundry Services
0.31
0.10
+ 19.8
6.1
4.2
8.0
Average
5.2
3.4
7.0

Source: CUTR Econometric Analysis (Appendix A)
† Includes furniture, clothing, miscellaneous, and non-store retailers

Table 2-8 reports the estimated changes in total sales for each of the sectors, as well as changes
in total employment.
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Table 2-8. Sales and Employment Impacts Due to Travel Speed Improvements – Study Area
NAICS
445
446
451
452
44-45
52
53
54
62
71
812

Change in Sales ($, Million)
Industry
Average
Min
Max
Food and Beverage Stores
0.3
0.2
0.4
Health and Personal Care Stores
0.6
0.4
0.7
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
0.3
0.2
0.3
General Merchandise Stores
4.4
3.2
5.6
Retail Trade†
0.2
0.1
0.3
Finance and Insurance
1.3
1.0
1.7
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
0.2
0.1
0.2
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
0.9
0.6
1.3
Health Care and Social Assistance
0.1
0.1
0.2
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
0.1
0.0
0.1
Personal and Laundry Services
0.1
0.1
0.2
Total
8.5
5.9
11.0

Change in Employment
Average
Min
Max
2
1
2
3
2
4
2
2
3
20
15
25
1
1
1
5
4
6
1
1
2
8
5
11
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
4
47
35
62

Source: CUTR Analysis (Appendix A)
† Includes furniture, clothing, miscellaneous, and non-store retailers

The increase in local demand due to travel time improvements generated by the build case will
produce an average increase in sales of $8.5 million, supporting about 47 jobs. Estimated
increases in gross sales vary from a minimum of $5.9 to a maximum of $11.0 million. Note that
contrary to the reduction of gross sales and jobs of the traffic-dependent businesses, these
changes in gross sales and jobs can be considered as a net increase in business activity and
employment at the county level.
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Expected Impacts during Construction
Although transportation improvement projects have many long-term benefits to a community,
they can pose serious challenges to surrounding businesses in the short-term. Construction can
disrupt traffic patterns, patrons’ accessibility to businesses, and produce negative impacts on
sales revenues. This section reviews studies and reports that estimate short-term construction
effects on business activity and offer strategies to mitigate disruptions.

3.1 Empirical Research on Construction Mitigation Impact
There is a limited body of literature consisting of case studies, best practices, and peerreviewed work. Most of the case studies focus on highway projects and more recently on public
transportation investments. Only a few studies report a methodology and quantitative
assessment of business losses caused by construction, and their findings bear little relation to
the Gandy Boulevard study area due to project scale and location. The majority of these studies
employ surveys of business manager or owner perceptions to provide recommendations on
construction mitigation actions.
3.1.1 Range of Impacts from the Literature
In a report on the potential impacts to business revenues due to light rail construction along the
Central Corridor, Minnesota, Radin and Sari [13] summarize the literature over the period 19902011. The authors note that only four studies culled from the literature provide an objective
assessment of construction impacts on businesses. Table 3-1 includes their findings and shows
a wide range of impacts that reflect projects of different size and scope, construction planning,
and execution strategies.
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Table 3-1. Quantitative Relevant Studies on Construction Sales Revenue Impacts on Businesses
Study
Context
Location
Magnitude of Impact
Method
General merchandise stores, 28%
Perception
De Solminihac
Urban
Houston, decrease; food stores, 37% decrease; survey; trend
and Harrison
highway
Texas
automotive outlets, 32% decrease;
analysis of sales
[14]
rehabilitation
home furnishing, 17% decrease
revenue data
Buddemeyer et
al. [15]

Highway
Dubois,
Minor declines in sales; no change in
reconstruction Wyoming traffic

Wildenthal and
Buffington [16]

Highway
widening

Caldwell,
Texas

Young et al.
[17]

12 highway
construction
projects

Wyoming 8.3% decrease to 39.9% increase

5.0% decrease

Perception
survey; traffic
analysis
Perception
survey
Perception
survey; traffic
volumes; trend
analysis of sales
revenue data

Source: Radin and Sari [13], CUTR additional notes on method

All the studies analyzing construction impacts relied on some form of surveying business owner
and manager perceptions, while a few used actual sales data to conduct a before-after
comparison of trend changes. Early studies employing sales data do not systematically discern if
the experienced sales reductions are due to construction or other concurring economic events.
For example, in analyzing highway construction impacts on business sales, De Solminihac and
Harrison [14] found that while about 49 percent of businesses surveyed experienced some form
of sales reduction, about 47 percent identified the local economy as one of the other
concurrent factors.
Using a before-after comparison of sales, one study looked at the business impacts associated
with the reconstruction of a limited-access roadway (North Central Expressway, Texas) [18].
This study concluded that construction did not significantly affect business sales in the corridor.
Recent efforts compare business perceptions to changes in sales during construction. For
example, Young et al. [17] studied 12 completed highway projects in the state of Wyoming
using tax revenue data as a proxy for actual sales collected for the before-, during-, and afterconstruction periods. Comparing changes in actual sales to business perceptions, the study
found that during construction, 42 percent of the businesses reported a higher reduction in
sales than actually occurred.
3.1.2 Actions to Mitigate Impacts
Various studies provide recommendations or best practices for construction mitigation. Recent
efforts are centered on business impact mitigation assessments for bus rapid transit [19] and
light rail projects [20]. While impact estimates on revenue losses are not relevant to this study,
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actions or strategies identified in these studies provide some insight on how to best minimize
negative impacts during construction. As required by law, Minnesota Department of
Transportation commissioned a study to develop a comprehensive approach to identify and
minimize the impact of highway construction projects on communities and neighborhoods [21].
In 2014, the City of Tucson retained a working group to develop a report outlining construction
mitigation strategies to assist businesses during transportation improvement construction [22].
In summary, most studies include the following recommendations:








Complete construction in segments
Work with businesses to maintain vehicular and pedestrian access
Improve business accessibility and visibility by utilizing clearly visible signs to direct
patrons to businesses or available parking
Establish outreach efforts ahead of construction to build and maintain communication
between businesses, agencies, and local residents
Have a single point of contact for businesses to ensure efficient communication
Provide information on financial resources for businesses
Provide low-interest small business loans during construction using third parties

3.2 Expected Impacts Due to Construction
The literature review shows that construction can have a depressing effect on business
activities. What remains unclear is the magnitude of these effects on business sales and
employment. While findings from quantitative assessments provide an indication of the
industry sectors most likely affected by construction, sales projections reflect local conditions,
specific construction planning efforts, and scale and type of intervention.
Ideally, an empirical assessment can be conducted using sales and employment levels at each
business and track changes over time—before, during, and after the construction phase. In this
context, Gandy Boulevard provides a unique setting because the study area underwent a
significant rehabilitation that likely affected business operations from 2008 through 2009.
Gandy Boulevard from east of the Gandy Bridge to east of Dale Mabry Highway was under
construction by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT). Construction began in
January 2008 and ended at the close of 2009. This reconstruction project (WPI Segment No.
255822-2, “Aesthetic Enhancements and Operational Improvements”) involved converting the
existing highway from a five-lane highway with a center turn lane to a four-lane divided
highway with a 30-foot-wide median. Manhattan Avenue intersection improvements included
pavement to accommodate dual left turns in all directions and dedicated right turn lanes from
northbound Manhattan Avenue to eastbound Gandy Boulevard, eastbound Gandy Boulevard to
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southbound Manhattan Avenue, and westbound Gandy Boulevard to northbound Manhattan
Avenue.
3.2.1 Empirical Analysis of 2008-2009 Gandy Rehabilitation
The objective of this section is to conduct statistical inference to ascertain if the 2008-2009
rehabilitation had an impact on growth trends in business sales and to quantify the impact on
an annual basis. These estimates can provide some insight on what might occur during
construction of the preferred alternative. To this end, the CUTR research team utilized historical
data on sales, employment, and traffic levels over the 2004-2014 period, and adopted a
suitable statistical method to establish a link between changes in sales and traffic levels, while
controlling for changes in county-wide economic conditions during the same period.
Figure 3-1 shows AADT on Gandy Boulevard during 2004-2014. The graph highlights the
reduction in AADT experienced during the rehabilitation phase beginning in 2008 and ending in
2009 (shaded area). From the end of 2007 to the end of 2009, AADT declined from 42,000 to
34,000 vehicles (a reduction of 19.0%).
44,000
FDOT Rehabilitation
Project

42,000

AADT

40,000
38,000
36,000
34,000
32,000
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Figure 3-1. AADT on Gandy Boulevard: 2004-2014

Figure 3-2 shows the average sales for all businesses in the study area and shows how the
growth trend in sales follows that of AADT, identifying three growth trends. The first trend
(Trend 1) corresponds to the period before construction (2004-2007); the second trend (Trend
2) is associated with the Gandy rehabilitation construction (2008-2009); and the third trend
(Trend 3) shows a recovery and upward trend in sales growth during the years following the
end of construction (2010-2014).
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Figure 3-2. Average Sales Revenues and 2008-2009 Gandy Rehabilitation

Figure 3-2 reports sample mean sales and does not control for secular trends occurring at the
same time in the study area and elsewhere in the county, such as the decline in sales revenues
associated with the Great Recession. An econometric model that can better gauge the change
in trends associated with these trends is warranted. To this end, the historical business sales at
the establishment level were regressed using the following equation
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑗,𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓_𝑑𝑒𝑝 + 𝛾1 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑1 + 𝛾2 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑2
+ 𝛾3 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑3 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡
where i identifies each business; t indicates time (2004-2014); and k identifies the NAICS 3-digit
industry sector.
The model controls for changes in traffic volumes (AADT), changes in within-business
employment (emp), and changes in total industry sales in the study area (sales), which serves as
a proxy for local product demand. The model includes a variable to identify businesses
considered traffic dependent (traff_dep), as discussed in Section 2.1 of this report. The
parameters of interest are those associated with the three trends.
The econometric model to regress the equation accounts for the fact that businesses can differ
inherently in terms of their business practice or for other unobserved factors that are not timedependent (𝜇𝑖 ). In addition, the model controls for the fact that businesses can differ in terms
of average sales and that these differences affect the trajectory of sales across time (i.e.,
randomness in trends). The estimation of the model is obtained by employing a linear mixedeffect model, which allows for the inclusion of random deviations (random-effect) other than
those associated with the overall error term (fixed-effect) [23, 24].
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Table 3-2 reports the estimation results with the trend parameters highlighted. All parameters
are statistically significant, as well as the random-effect parameters associated with firmspecific time trends. The trend parameters can be interpreted as semi-elasticity estimates with
percentage interpretation when multiplying the parameter by 100. During the 2008-2009
reconstruction, businesses experienced on average a 4.0 percent reduction in sales, while
traffic-dependent businesses had a 6.0 percent reduction.
Table 3-2. Estimated Impact on Sales Revenues Due to 2008-2009 Gandy Rehabilitation
Parameter
Fixed effects
AADT†
Employment†
Industry sector total sales†
Business is traffic dependent
Trend 2004-2007
Trend 2008-2009
Trend 2010-2014
Intercept
Random effects
Trend 2004-2007
Trend 2008-2009
Trend 2010-2014
Individual firm variability

Coefficient

Standard
Error

0.398**
0.953***
0.0785***
-0.398***
0.0640***
-0.0431**
0.0191**
-113.4***

(0.166)
(0.0227)
(0.0128)
(0.105)
(0.00986)
(0.0202)
(0.00940)
(18.70)

3.73E-09
1.55E-07
0.006271 0.0018605
0.007327 0.0014141
0.496083 0.6254334

Standard error in parenthesis: * p<0.05; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
†Natural logarithm

Figure 3-3 plots the predicted mean sales using the linear trend estimates and standard errors
(dotted lines).
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Figure 3-3. Impact on Sales Revenue Growth Trends Due to 2008-2009 Gandy Rehabilitation

3.3 Conclusions
In summary, the analysis finds evidence of negative impacts from construction activities
associated with the 2008-2009 rehabilitation of Gandy Boulevard. Table 3-3 reports annual
percent change estimates of the proposed alternative with lower and upper bounds. The
estimates differentiate between non-traffic and traffic-dependent businesses, and are specific
to the Gandy study area and to the planning and execution approach carried out during
2008-2009.
Table 3-3. Predicted Impact on Sales Revenue Annual Growth - Proposed Alternative Construction Phase
Phase
2004-2007
2008-2009
2010-2014

All Businesses
Mean
Min
0.06
0.05
-0.04
-0.02
0.02
0.01

Max
0.07
-0.06
0.03

Traffic Dependent
Mean
Min
0.04
0.04
-0.06
-0.03
0.01
0.01

Max
0.05
-0.08
0.02

While these results provide an assessment of what could occur due to similar construction, they
do not reflect the effects that alternative, less intrusive construction execution and mitigation
strategies might have on business sales. As discussed in the literature review, strategic actions
can be initiated before construction begins to mitigate adverse impacts.
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Conclusions
This study estimated the business impacts generated by the proposed improvements to the
Gandy Boulevard (SR 600, US 92) corridor from the Gandy Bridge to the western termini of the
Selmon Expressway in Hillsborough County. Under the proposed build alternative, the project
will generate both positive and negative impacts to businesses currently operating in a 1.5-mile
stretch of Gandy Boulevard, which defines the study area.
The study considered two major indicators of business activity, gross business sales and total
employment by industry type. A detailed historical trend analysis shows that business activity
is, in general, similar to the zip code area (comprising 36611, 33616, and 33621) and the rest of
the county’s overall economic activity in terms of business mix and vitality. This analysis allows
building a baseline scenario upon which to estimate changes due to the proposed investment.

4.1 Summary of Impact
The overall net business impacts are the sum of the positive and negative changes in business
activity occurring within the study area due to implementing the selected build alternative. The
reductions in sales and employment are estimated in Section 2.4.1 and represent a loss to
traffic-dependent businesses. The positive numbers represent the increases in sales and
employment for businesses having a more localized client base, which will reap the benefits of
increased accessibility along Gandy Boulevard.
Table 4-1 reports an average net positive change in gross sales equal to $4.6 million, ranging
from a minimum of $3.1 to a maximum of $6.1 million. The average increase in sales is about
1.0 percent in total sales revenues for all 170 businesses considered in this study.
Table 4-1. Net Business Impacts – Study Area
Sales ($, Million)
Employment
Impact Source
Average Min Max
Average Min Max
Regional Traffic Diversion
-3.9 -2.8 -4.9
-44 -32 -57
Local Travel Time Improvements

8.5

5.9 11.0

Difference

4.6

3.1

6.1

47

35

62

3

3

5

Source: CUTR Analysis

The reduction in gross sales of traffic-dependent businesses represents a negative impact
affecting those businesses operating within the study area, which is offset by an increase in
local business demand generated by the predicted travel time improvements and which
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represents a net gain to the study area and the county. The literature review highlights the
relevance of implementing specific actions to increase business visibility, such as placing
appropriate signage at the entrance point of the Selmon Extension from the Gandy Bridge and
outreach efforts to businesses and the public before, during, and after construction.

4.2 Temporary Construction Phase Impacts and Mitigation Strategies
A literature review of studies, reports, and articles shows that construction can have a
depressing effect on business activities. The review did not find conclusive evidence on the
magnitude of these effects on business sales revenues and employment.
While findings from quantitative assessments provide an indication of the industry sectors most
likely affected by construction, sales projections reflect local conditions, specific construction
planning efforts, and scale and type of intervention. To circumvent this shortcoming of the
literature review, CUTR analyzed historical data on Gandy business sales during the period
2004-2009 to gauge the impact experienced by businesses during the Gandy Boulevard
enhancements of 2008 through 2009.
The empirical analysis found evidence that Gandy businesses experienced changes in growth
trends during the 2008-2009 rehabilitation. Estimates show an annual reduction of about 4.0
percent in sales revenues during construction. The growth trend became positive (2.0% annual
growth) once construction was completed, while controlling for external confounding factors
such as the Great Recession of the late 2000s.
These estimates can indicate what to expect during construction of the proposed alternative.
As reported in the majority of studies reviewed, construction mitigation strategies may help to
lessen impacts. These strategies include engaging the local business community before and
during project execution and establishing detailed construction guidelines to minimize business
disruption (e.g., completing construction using minimally impacting methods).

4.3 Other Impacts
This study focused on the impacts on business activity in the immediate surroundings of the
proposed facility. As with any transportation improvement project, effects extend beyond this
scope of analysis to encompass a wider range of benefits and impacts. Factors such as travel
time savings for direct users, pollution emission changes, changes in business productivity,
business relocation, and construction expenditure must be considered within a wider impact
area where the Authority operates and its users are located. Finally, this analysis did not take
into consideration any historical trend affecting a specific business within the study area whose
causes were not related explicitly to the objectives of this study.
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Appendix A
Methodology to Estimate Changes in Gross
Sales Due to Changes in Traffic Volumes
This appendix explains the approach CUTR developed to estimate gross sales elasticities with
respect to annual average daily traffic (AADT).
The objective is to produce a table of elasticities tailored to businesses operating in the study
area. We assume that traffic flows have an impact on business activity and we wish to assess
quantitatively this relationship. We looked at empirical studies on the economic and business
impacts of relief routes that employ advanced statistical methods relating traffic flows to
economic activity. Thus, the analysis that follows is in line with the most cited econometricbased empirical studies on the subject [10, 25].

Econometric Approach
We specify a fixed-effect (FE) model as
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝐴𝐴𝐷𝑇𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡 𝑖 = 1 … , 𝑁; 𝑡 = 1 … , 𝑇

(A.1)

where 𝑦𝑖𝑡 denotes total industry output for county i in year t, X is a matrix of K explanatory
variables , AADT indicates total annual average daily traffic for county i in year t, and β1,2, K x 1
are vectors of parameters to be estimated. We specify the error 𝑢𝑖𝑡 term as a one-way error
component with
𝑢𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜐𝑖𝑡

(A.2)

where 𝜇𝑖 indicates the unobservable individual specific effect and 𝜐𝑖𝑡 denotes the remainder
disturbance. The first component represents unobservable characteristics specific to each
county that do not change through time, such as geographical position and size, and are not
included directly in the regression. The second component represents the usual disturbance
term of regression that varies across counties and time (empirically, we assume this component
to have serial autocorrelation).
The choice of a FE instead of random-effects (RE) regression is due to the structure of the
dataset. We have a panel of 67 (k=67) counties with data collected over a period of 10 years
(T=10), which gives a total sample size of 670. We wish to control for unobserved effects that
vary across counties, some fixed in time and some varying with time. The choice of FE over RE is
justified by the small number of time observations and the relatively higher number of
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observational units, and by the fact that the counties were not randomly selected [26]. The
latter would result in a violation of the assumptions underlying the RE model.
We assume that income and population levels are correlated with the time invariant
unobserved characteristics 𝜇𝑖 . For example, population size is correlated with the geographical
location and size of a given county, as well as its industry mix. In this case, the appropriate
econometric modeling choice is to apply an FE model to account for this unobserved
heterogeneity rather than an RE model.
In the empirical analysis, we specify (A.1) in logarithm form so that we can directly obtain the
relevant elasticities.

Dataset
We created a panel dataset of all 67 Florida counties over the period 1998-2007. The total
sample size is 670 (T=10; i=67). The dataset contains gross sales figures for industry sectors
where we intend to estimate changes in sales due to changes in AADT. It also includes a set of
explanatory variables that serve to control for county-specific observable characteristics, such
as personal income, population, and other demographic variables, and other explanatory
variables that control for state-specific characteristics, such as gross state product by major
industry sector. Table A-1 reports a description of the variables. All variables measured in
dollars are deflated into constant 1982-84 dollars prior to the analysis.
Table A-1. Dependent and Explanatory Variables
Variable
lgs_i

Label
Natural log of gross sales

lgs_i_1
linccpta
laadt
laadt_i
lgdp_i
lind_i
lclm

Lag one period of lgs_i
Natural log of per-capita income
Natural log of AADT
lag one period of laadt
Natural log of gdp
Natural log of industry share
Natural log of centerline mileage
Natural log of percent population 65 and
lpctelderly older
lyr
Natural log of year

Description
Total gross sales by industry sector, NAICS 2, NAICS 3
digit level
One year lag of total gross sales by industry sector,
NAICS 2, NAICS 3 digit level
Total county personal income/total population
Total county average annual daily traffic
One year lag of total county average daily traffic
total gross state domestic product by industry sector
Total industry establishments
Total county centerline mileage
Total number of persons 65 and older/total population
De-trending variable

The model is estimated using the statistical package Stata®, which has a specific routine (xtreg)
to run FE regression. As an example, Table A-2 provides the summary of results for the FE
regression of the NAICS sector 44 Retail Trade. Since the model dependent and explanatory
variables are in natural logarithm form, the parameter associated with AADT (laadt) can be
interpreted as the elasticity of gross sales of the retail sector with respect to annual average
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daily traffic. In this case, a 1.00 percent increase in AADT is associated with an estimated
increase of about 0.11 percent in retail trade gross sales.
Table A-2. FE Regression Results Example
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

constant

0.869

1.340

laadt

0.107

0.057

lgs_44_1

0.660

0.034

linccpta

0.105

0.104

lind_44

0.273

0.081

lgdp_44

0.734

0.380

lyr
0.016
N = 594; R2 (within) = 0.56; F = 109.42; Prob > F = 0.0000

1.340

Data Sources
AADT. Historical AADT station counts by county. 2007 Florida Traffic Information DVD-Rom,
Transportation Statistics Office. Florida Department of Transportation.
Total Industry Gross Sales = Total gross sales per employee of industry i, multiplied by total
county industry employment.
Total Gross Sales per Employee. Estimated using IMPLAN.
Total Industry Employment. Paid employees for pay period, including March 12. County
Business Patterns, U.S. Census Bureau. http://www.census.gov/econ/cbp/index.html
Total Industry Annual Payroll. Annual payroll, thousands of current dollars. County Business
Patterns, U.S. Census Bureau. http://www.census.gov/econ/cbp/index.html
Total Industry Establishments. Number of establishments. County Business Patterns, U.S.
Census Bureau. http://www.census.gov/econ/cbp/index.html
Personal Income. Total annual personal income, thousands of current dollars. Personal Income
series CA1-3. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Accounts, U.S. Department of
Commerce. http://www.bea.gov/regional/index.htm
Population. Number of persons, midyear estimates of July 1. Personal Income series CA1-3.
Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Accounts, U.S. Department of Commerce.
http://www.bea.gov/regional/index.htm
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Gross Domestic Product. Total gross domestic product and total by NAICS 2-digit industry,
millions of current dollars. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Accounts, U.S.
Department of Commerce. http://www.bea.gov/regional/index.htm
Consumer Price Index. All urban consumers (current series), South Urban, 1982-84 base period.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. http://www.bls.gov/cpi/
Population by Age Group. U.S. Census, Population Estimates.
http://www.census.gov/popest/estimates.html
Centerline Miles. Total number of centerline miles. Florida Highway Mileage Reports, Public
Roads. http://www.dot.state.fl.us/planning/statistics/mileage-rpts/public.shtm
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